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About This Game

Play through cool Match 3 levels, collect Santa’s coins and prepare the best Christmas fair ever!
Tricky obstacles await. Snow has covered everything and locked doors block your way. Use the new Magic Wand power-up to

overcome these difficulties and blast through the puzzles.
Help the Elf to prepare your town for Christmas with beautiful ornaments and decorations!

Build cafes and shops, decorate the fir-tree and town hall, get beautiful ornaments, illuminations and ice sculptures to create the
real Christmas spirit. And don’t forget about free donuts to lure some cops and ensure safety!

Have a fantastic Christmas Puzzle holiday!

• Nice town to decorate
• Exciting levels with new obstacles

• Fantastic soundtrack
• New bonuses and power-ups
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--Short overview

Importance?
-Unimportant

Price\/Content ratio?
-Bad

--Content
-Weapons
3 Lmg's that are all completly obsolete by now since the update that added a community Lmg, and since the best Lmg is in
another DLC pack.. Started playing this almost a year a go and got stuck in some early 2-digit level. Mostly due to unpredictable
jumping behaviour and sometimes mean level design. Currently trying to finish most of my backlog and so I forced myself
through it. I managed and I'm happy about it, but I didn't enjoy the game. OK, I'm no dedicated platformer player and such a
person might find it too easy, but among the first achievement I unlocked were those "Die 10 times", "Die 50 times"... *argh*

If you enjoy platforming in general, try it out, but don't expect too much of it. Best grab it in a sale. If you're more like me,
better invest your money in another game.. click click click click click click click click click click click click click click click
click click click click click click click click.need i say anymore?, click after click for 30mins straight? what a waste of time.
The game at the same time and pleases and causes anger. Some levels explode the brain. Some pass on the fly .... A garbage-tier
mobile port. That's all that really needs to be said about it but to elaborate, white lines on the sides probably because it was
orginally made for a different aspect ratio, no instructions, invisible buttons and no options. Don't buy this piece of crap, even
on a sale.
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Game of the year??? Very re-playable as it is only 3 minutes long. Probably one of the best games to come out in the past
century.. In this game you learn how to apply rope on things. You will become a certified bondage master if you complete it..
The boxing game experience I've always wanted.. i like that games series, play them all. The darkness within you could have
been anything. But it was the worst thing of all. Wooden boxes.. Honestly, This is rather not the best soundtrack ever, but some
parts of it can make a mood in short scenes while playing a game itself.... What I totally forget when using this is its security
standards. Pretty Neat.
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